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Abstract

Two round robins on mode I fatigue delamination propagation organized by Technical Committee 4 of the European Structural Integrity Society compared three unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced composites, one with thermoplastic (poly-ether-ether-ketone) and two with thermoset (epoxy) matrix tested at five laboratories. Different approaches for data evaluation and their effect on the in- and inter-laboratory scatter are discussed and compared. Results are very sensitive to small scatter in the load signal, and, therefore, a new route to evaluate the crack growth rate from pairs of load and displacement data is presented.
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1 Introduction

In recent years fiber reinforced polymer composites have gained in importance, especially due to the growing interest of the transportation industry in lightweight structures [1–4]. But notwithstanding their many advantages, the biggest disadvantage of using fiber-reinforced polymer-matrix (FRP) composite materials is their susceptibility to delamination initiation and growth of these interlaminar delaminations (see, e.g., [5, 6] for recent reviews). To account for the need to characterize the delamination resistance of FRPs under monotonic mode I loading conditions a significant research effort was carried out in the last three decades [5–13]. Several research groups have further published results of cyclic mode I delamination measurements on FRP [12, 14–25]. There are approaches for incorporating delamination properties into structural design [26] and quasi-static as well as cyclic fatigue fracture mechanics data from composite laminates have been used to predict the delamination behavior of composite structures [27–31].

Standards considering the determination of the critical value of the interlaminar fracture toughness, $G_{IC}$, for unidirectionally reinforced polymer composites under quasi-static load were published [32–34]. Furthermore a standard for the measurement of delamination fatigue growth onset was issued in 2008 [35]. Recently, European Structural Integrity Society Technical Committee 4 (ESIS TC4) and American Society for Testing and Materials, International, Subcommittee D30.06 (ASTM D30.06) carried out separate round-robin test programs on mode I (tensile opening) fatigue delamination growth. Selected results and additional references have been compiled in [36–38], but so far no standards considering mode I fatigue crack propagation in unidirectionally reinforced (UD) polymer
composites have been published. The applicability of mode I fatigue test procedures to glass fiber-reinforced polymer-matrix (GFRP) laminates was investigated [22, 27] and it was shown that different types of FRP laminates could be discriminated [37]. The 2009 round robin exercise carried out by ESIS TC4 investigated the influences of control mode (load vs. displacement control), test frequency and test duration on the overall test results [36] performed at three laboratories. None of these test parameters was found to exert a significant influence when testing a carbon fiber reinforced epoxy laminate (IM7/977-2). Selected results from preliminary testing and of a first round robin of ESIS TC4 and ASTM D30.06 published in [38] focused on discrimination between different composite laminates and, in part, on determination of threshold values. A second ESIS TC4 round robin performed in 2010-2011 focused on material dependent inter-laboratory scatter by testing one carbon fiber epoxy laminate (G30-500 12k/R5276) and one carbon-fiber poly-ether-ether-ketone (AS4/PEEK) laminate at five laboratories. Possible sources of inter-laboratory scatter include different types of test machines used at participating laboratories, different test set-ups and frequencies, and different operators recording the visually determined delamination lengths. Compared with tests described in the literature so far, a round robin with several participating laboratories for the first time allows the determination of inter-laboratory scatter. The in-laboratory scatter can be compared to previously published literature for the same or similar composite laminates. In order to have comparable results, a number of test parameters were prescribed (see below for details).

In order to facilitate testing in an industrial test environment particular emphasis was placed on short test duration and automated data
acquisition [36]. Therefore, threshold determination was not an aim of the round robins. As discussed in [38], threshold value determination may require higher resolution of load and displacement than mode I fatigue delamination propagation. The present paper for the first time compiles all data sets from the mode I fatigue delamination propagation round robins performed within ESIS TC4.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials and specimens

Three materials, listed in Table 1, were tested within the ESIS TC4 round robin exercises. DCB specimens based on prescriptions and recommendations in [34] with a total length of about 145 mm, a width of 20 mm and thicknesses as listed in Table 1 were used. For starting the crack a poly-tetra-fluoro-ethylene (PTFE) film (about 20 μm thick), inserted at the laminate mid-plane, was used in materials A and B, and a fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film (about 10 μm thick) in material C. [34] recommends the use of film inserts with less than 13 μm thickness in order to simulate a sharp crack. In the ESIS TC4 round robin a monotonic precrack was generated prior to fatigue testing in order to avoid an influence of the film insert on the crack growth. Aluminum load-blocks were mounted for load introduction.

2.2 Procedure

The round robin test procedure and the results presented here are based on the experience from published literature [7–25] and preliminary testing at selected laboratories [37]. The 2011 test procedure in principle allows testing at different stress ratios, R, test frequencies and under load or displacement control. For ease of comparison in the round robin, testing
was limited to displacement control based on a comparison between load and displacement control from the first round robin [36]. Test frequencies shall be chosen as high as possible, but possible heating effects would have to be investigated for frequencies of 10 Hz or higher. Data will be presented as a function of $G_{\text{Imax}}$ rather than $\Delta G$ for eliminating scatter due to possible facial interference and the prescribed stress ratio of $R=0.1$ will yield conservative results when using $G_{\text{Imax}}$ [14]. Facial interference comprises a combination of effects including fiber bridging (e.g., fibers of both crack faces interfere during the crack closing step), a plasticity zone wake (usually called crack closure in metals), rough surface and debris [18]. The ESIS TC 4 procedure specified that in order to start the measurements at high crack growth rates just below $G_{\text{ICr}}$, a quasi-static mode I test for pre-cracking was performed as a $G_{\text{IC}}$-test at a cross-head speed of between 1 and 5 mm/min, ideally to obtain a short, i.e., a few mm long precrack. Cyclic fatigue loading was then started with the last displacement value from the quasi-static test, since choosing a maximum displacement from the average of all quasi-static tests, e.g., according to equation (1) as required by the ASTM D30.06 procedure proved difficult because of the scatter among specimens (mainly due to stiffness variation).

$$\delta_{\text{max}} = \sqrt{0.8 \cdot \delta_{\text{cr}} \cdot \frac{P}{F_{\text{av}}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\delta_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum displacement in the cyclic test and $\delta_{\text{cr}}$ is the critical displacement in the quasi-static test. The fatigue tests were continued until a crack growth rate of about $10^{-6}$ mm/cycle was reached. Fatigue loading could be stopped to perform visual observation of delamination lengths with a travelling microscope. In order to avoid errors
during the calculation of the results a spreadsheet macro file was created which was used by all the participants for the calculation of the so-called Paris plot, i.e., da/dN as a function of G_{imax}. The tests were carried out in five different laboratories (labeled A,B,C,D,E) using five different test machines. Laboratory A used a servo-hydraulic test machine (type MTS 858) with a 15 kN load cell calibrated to a load range between 0 and 400 N. The tests at laboratory B were done on a servo-hydraulic test machine (type MTS Bionix) with a 15 kN load cell. Laboratory C used a servo-hydraulic test machine (type Instron 1273) with a 1 kN load cell, calibrated to a load range between 0 and 500 N. Laboratory D used a servo-hydraulic test machine (type Instron 8502) with a load cell capacity of 5 kN. Laboratory E carried out the tests on a servo-hydraulic test machine (type Instron 8872) with a 5 kN load cell. Laboratories A and B performed the tests at a maximum frequency of 10 Hz, laboratory C at 3 Hz and laboratories D and E at 5 Hz. Labs A, B and D had to reduce the test frequency when testing the more compliant PEEK specimens due to the greater piston displacement that was needed to keep the interlaminar crack growing.

2.3 Crack length detection

The crack length, $a$, was determined using three different approaches. All round robin participants used a travelling microscope with a sufficient resolution for visual crack length detection as defined in [34] as first method. Based on these visually observed crack lengths and the corresponding machine data, a compliance based approach (see equation 2) was used as second method to calculate crack lengths from every pair of load and displacement values recorded by the test machine at selected intervals during the test as explained in [36].
where $C$ is the compliance determined from machine load and displacement and $B$ and $m$ are constants of a power-law fit. Figure 1a shows such a power law fit and Figure 1b the resulting crack length as a function of the number of cycles after applying this compliance calibration to load and displacement data recorded by the test machine.

As third method, the so-called “effective” crack length method can be applied in order to back-calculate crack lengths from the measured compliance of the specimen and independent measurements of the flexural modulus, $E_1$, rather than visually measuring crack lengths (see [39] for details of the calculations). Using this method for the determination of crack lengths would facilitate fatigue delamination measurements on FRP because after starting the test it would only be necessary to stop the test when a sufficiently low crack growth rate is reached. Simultaneously, possible shifts in machine data recording from stopping and restarting the fatigue loading and operator dependent visual determination of delamination length would be eliminated. Effective crack lengths, $a_{\text{eff}}$, were calculated via equation (3), which is derived from corrected beam theory:

$$a_{\text{eff}} = \frac{h}{2} \left( \frac{E_1 Ch}{N} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}$$  

where $h$ is half the thickness of the specimen, $E_1$ the flexural modulus, $b$ the width of the specimen and $N$ a finite displacement correction to account for load-block effects. The flexural moduli of materials A and B were measured on a tensile testing machine (type Zwick Roell Z250) with
a 10 kN load cell in laboratory A according to [40] while the value for material C was obtained from [41].

2.4 Calculation of da/dN

The crack growth rate, da/dN, was calculated using a seven point averaging method as described in ASTM E 647 [42]. This is an incremental polynomial method fitting a second order polynomial (parabola) to sets of (2n+1) successive data points, where n is 1, 2 or 3. The first and last pair of data points are evaluated using the secant or 2 point technique, where two points are connected with a straight line and the crack growth rate is the slope of this line. In order to examine a possible influence of the number of fitted data points on the calculation of da/dN the authors also calculated da/dN by using this 2 point technique and a 5 point technique, where n=2. With the aim of reducing the scatter in the compliance based calculation of da/dN observed in the first round robin [36] and illustrated in Fig. 1b, two approaches were selected. The first is to eliminate all data points which do not correspond to a delamination length increase of more than 0.1 mm (see Fig. 1c). The second uses a second order power law fit of the crack lengths calculated from compliance, which is plotted versus cycle number (see Fig. 1d).

2.5 Calculation of the strain energy release rate

The strain energy release rate in mode I, G_i, can also be calculated in various ways. The simplest method is to calculate it using so-called “simple beam theory” (SBT), see equation (4).

\[
G_i = \frac{3P \delta}{2ba}
\]  

(4)
where $P$ is the load and $\delta$ is the displacement. Since [34] recommends the use of corrected beam theory (CBT, see equation 5) and modified compliance calibration (MCC, see equation 6) for the calculation of $G_I$, these two calculation methods are also evaluated in this paper.

$$G_I = \frac{3P\delta}{2b(a + |\Delta|)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\Delta$ is a correction factor to account for the effects of transverse shear and for deformation beyond the crack tip [43].

$$G_I = \frac{3m}{2(2h)} \left( \frac{P}{b} \right)^2 \left( \frac{bC}{N} \right)^{2/3} F$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $m$ is the slope of the linear fit of $(bC/N)^{1/3}$ over $(a/2h)$ and $F$ is a correction factor to account for large displacements and $N$ the load-block correction [34, 44].

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the results of all laboratories using the visually observed crack lengths for the determination of the crack growth rate, $da/dN$. The strain energy release rate was calculated via (a) SBT, (b) CBT and (c) MCC. In case of material A, taking all data from all laboratories into account, the inter-laboratory scatter of the data calculated via SBT is within about two decades of the crack growth rate. The in-laboratory scatter for the different labs is comparable and also amounts to about two decades in $da/dN$. When using compliance based methods for the calculation of the strain energy release rate, namely CBT and MCC, the scatter increases and can even reach up to two-and-one-half decades in $da/dN$. A factor that can play a role in the compliance based analysis schemes is the development of the fracture process zone with increasing number of fatigue cycles. Starting cyclic fatigue from a relatively short (a
few mm), quasi-static mode I precrack (a few mm long) may, depending on the type of composite, not necessarily correspond to starting from a steady-state crack tip with fully developed fracture process zone. Increasing the fracture process zone in the wake of the delamination tip can affect the compliance of the specimens.

The slope of the Paris plot, which is described by the exponent m (see equation 7) agrees fairly well for laboratories A, B, C, D and E in the da/dN-range between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-6}$ mm/cycle for data calculated from visually observed crack lengths (see Figure 3a). The level for valid fits was arbitrarily defined by requiring a value for the coefficient of determination $R^2$ above 0.95. The results of laboratories D and E show significant scatter in the values of m and therefore contribute significantly to the inter-laboratory scatter of up to two-and-one-half decades (see Figures 2a, b and c).

$$\frac{da}{dN} = A \cdot G_{\text{imax}}^m$$

For material B the in-laboratory and inter-laboratory scatter in da/dN in the Paris plot is larger than for material A, but similar for all participating labs. One of the causes of this increase in scatter is the partly unstable delamination behavior of material B. The crack did not grow continuously, but showed stochastic arrest effects. This has an influence on the linearization of a compliance based term over a crack length based term in both CBT and MCC. Again the scatter clearly increases when compliance based methods (namely CBT and MCC) were used to calculate $G_{\text{imax}}$, this time going up from one-and-one-half decades to several decades in da/dN.
The variation in slope for Material B in the case of visually observed crack lengths can be seen in Figure 3b. While data from laboratory D yielded results with the highest values for m, laboratory E did not deliver valid data at all (R²>0.95). The average value from the valid round robin data of 8.63 is higher than that of 6.14 determined by [18]. However, literature data cited in [18] cover a range of slopes between 3.0 and 10.5, i.e., an apparent inter-laboratory scatter of roughly ±3, i.e. comparable with the ±2.28 found in the present round robin. The larger scatter observed in the position of the Paris plot on the G_{\text{Imax}} axis for material B, on the other hand, makes it questionable whether such data can be used in design (unless unrealistically large safety factors are applied).

Figure 4 shows the course of da/dN over G_{\text{Imax}} values calculated with MCC from pairs of load and displacement data via the compliance based crack length approach. Compared to the graphs shown in Figure 2, and specifically Fig. 2a with crack length from visual observation, the scatter is larger than any of these types of G_{\text{Imax}} calculation. This indicates that the use of compliance data for the calculation of either da/dN or G_{\text{Imax}} is directly responsible for the scatter in the plots. Since compliance is calculated from displacement and load which are machine parameters influenced by test set-up, it is important to use a sufficiently stiff test machine, a load cell within a load range just above the maximum loads appearing in the test (in this case about 500N) and preferably local displacement measurements (e.g. clip on extensometers). Asp et al. [23] carried out cyclic delamination tests on HTA/6376C and used a 250N load cell range. Still, the scatter in the da/dN versus G_{\text{Imax}} curve was roughly one decade of da/dN. Figures 5a and 5b and Tables 2 and 3 again show values for the slopes of the Paris plots, for material A and B, respectively,
in this case for the results calculated via the compliance based crack length approach. The values agree quite well with those calculated from visually observed crack lengths in Figures 3a and 3b. Only one valid fit ($R^2>0.95$) could be generated with data from laboratory D for both material A and B. The same holds for material B of laboratory E. Tables 2 and 3 show values of the exponent m (see equation 7) for power law fits of Paris plots for materials A and B respectively. Two types of $da/dN$ calculation are compared. 7 point fitting as described in [42] and fitting of crack length data with a second order power law fit as described above. All data that was calculated via the latter route was further refined by setting an arbitrary limit for the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 0.95. All data that did not meet this criterion was rejected. Thereby the in- and inter-laboratory scatter of the slope values could be greatly reduced. In both cases the scatter of the slope value increases when using compliance based methods to calculate the strain energy release rate.

In Figure 6 the Paris plots for the case of crack lengths calculated via the effective crack length approach are shown. The flexural modulus for the determination of the effective crack length was measured on 10 specimens for each material. $E_1$ amounted to 118±7 GPa for material A, to 120±6 GPa for material B and to 120±2 GPa for material C [41]. In contrast to the results shown above (Fig.2c and Fig.4, i.e., crack length determined from visual observation and compliance measurements) the results calculated via MCC and $a_{eff}$ show less scatter. No clear explanation can be given for this phenomenon.

Figure 7 directly compares the results of SBT, CBT and MCC for one laboratory. The crack growth rates were calculated from visually observed crack lengths, crack lengths calculated via compliance calibration and
crack lengths calculated via the effective crack length method. The different crack length calculation methods seem to agree quite well with respect to the resulting slope in the Paris plot, but the SBT data seem to be shifted in either \( da/dN \) or \( G_{\text{Imax}} \) relative to those from CBT or MCC. MCC and CBT, therefore, show more conservative values than SBT. In the low delamination growth rate regime increasing scatter can be seen. In order to evaluate the source of this scatter, a load trace is plotted in Figure 8a. It can be seen, that the loads rapidly decrease to below 30 N. In Figure 8b the influence of the \( da/dN \) averaging method on Paris plots of CFRPs with epoxy matrix is shown. Four types of \( da/dN \) calculation were used. For the secant method (2 point method) \( da/dN \) was calculated from the slope of a line connecting two adjacent value pairs of crack length and number of cycles. With the 5-point and 7-point polynomial fitting method, respectively, \( da/dN \) was calculated by fitting a second order polynomial to sets of 5 and 7 successive data points [42]. The fourth type of \( da/dN \) calculation included a second order power law fit of the crack length data obtained from compliance calibration versus number of cycles and numerical differentiation of this fit function. It can be seen that the averaging technique has an effect on the values of \( da/dN \) and that the power law fit results in the smoothest curves.

In Figure 9a crack lengths calculated from various approaches (see section 2.3) and the corresponding load signal are plotted versus number of cycles. Crack lengths calculated via compliance calibration seem to agree quite well with visually measured crack lengths. The effective crack length approach yields lower values. This difference may possibly be explained by the use of the average E-modulus value rather than the individual modulus of the specimen used.
When \( \frac{da}{dN} \) is calculated from the compliance data calculated from this load signal via the 7-point method without prior data reduction, then a considerable amount of scatter in \( \frac{da}{dN} \) is received, see Figure 9b. This scatter can be caused even by very little scatter in the load trace, since it is transferred to crack length data when calculating crack lengths via compliance. One way to reduce this scatter is deleting data that does not meet a minimum increment of 0.1 mm in crack length, see Figure 9c. However, even with this filter, every spike in the compliance data can lead to scatter in the \( \frac{da}{dN} \) data. When fitting the full range of load data with a second-order power law the least scatter in \( \frac{da}{dN} \) is received, see Figure 9d. Applying this procedure to the calculation of the Paris plots yields Figure 10. The scatter for both materials is clearly reduced when compared to that from the other analysis methods including polynomial fitting and now amounts to much less than the two decades or more seen in the raw data (compare Figs. 2, 4 and 6).

It can be questioned whether the fitting and numerical differentiation procedure for machine load data presented above as an alternative approach for improving Paris plots of mode I delamination fatigue (\( \frac{da}{dN} \) versus \( G_{\text{Imax}} \)) with respect to in- and inter-laboratory scatter will not mask incipient changes towards a threshold behavior with increasing number of fatigue cycles. In order to investigate this, selected crack length versus number of cycles data were fitted within incremental ranges (20\%, 40\%, 60\%, 80\%) of the full data set and compared with the “full” fit of the complete recorded data (100\%). These fits, extrapolated to the full number of tested cycles are shown in Figure 11a. It can be seen that, at least in this example, the extrapolation of the fit of the first 20\% of the crack length data clearly over-estimates the effectively observed crack length (starting
at less than 100'000 cycles). The other fits yield roughly comparable extrapolations. Figure 11b then shows the error in crack length for the different extrapolations compared with the “full” power law fit of all recorded data. In this case, the 60%-fit does slightly over- and the 40% and 80%-fits slightly under-estimate the crack length from the “full” fit. The errors in this case are on the order of 0.05 to 0.07 mm, i.e., about at the level of resolution required for delamination length measurements in [34]. The preliminary analysis presented here at least supports the interpretation that it is unlikely that the “full” fit will “hide” clear trends towards a threshold behavior. The only source for an apparent threshold behavior in the round robin data identified so far, therefore, remains the scatter in recorded load data (when testing under displacement control) [38].

Since materials A and B, used in ESIS TC4 round robin 2, were stored for several years under laboratory conditions, the influence of the strain energy release rate calculation on the course of da/dN over $G_{\text{Imax}}$ was additionally investigated with material C, which was a newly manufactured material tested in ESIS TC4 round robin 1 in 2008 and 2009. The results are compared with those of materials A and B in Figure 12. Again, the results generated by CBT and MCC show more conservative values than SBT. Nevertheless it has to be considered that MCC and CBT can result in more scatter than SBT as shown in Figure 2. The combination of more conservative values and larger scatter will ultimately yield more conservative limits when using fracture mechanics based structural design.
4 Conclusions

In this paper the results of a mode I fatigue delamination round robin with three carbon fiber-reinforced laminates performed at five different laboratories are compared.

The inter-laboratory scatter of the raw data is significant (amounting to more than two decades in delamination propagation da/dN for a given value of $G_{I_{\text{max}}}$) and depends on the type of laminate (less for CF-Epoxy than for CF-PEEK). It may hence be questioned whether the data can be used in fracture mechanics based structural design. Detailed investigation has shown that even small scatter in the recorded load signal (when testing under displacement control) can yield significant in- and inter-laboratory scatter. Smoothing data with polynomial fitting according to [42] and/or using a load cell range with high resolution (0-500N or 0-200N) are shown to be less effective in reducing scatter than a second order power law fit and numerical differentiation of the load versus cycle number signal. Detailed analysis of the slope “m” of the linear part of the Paris plot determined by linear fitting further seem to indicate that operator experience may affect the observed scatter as well. Introducing a quantitative, but arbitrary, criterion for the correlation coefficient ($R^2 >0.95$) for the slope fitting, combined with power law fitting of the load signal approach yielded in- and inter-laboratory scatter in the linear part of the Paris plots (da/dN versus $G_{I_{\text{max}}}$) on the order of 1.5 decades in da/dN for material A and less than one decade in da/dN for material B for a given value of $G_{I_{\text{max}}}$ or, alternatively, a scatter of less than $\pm 3$ in the average slope for material A and less than $\pm 2$ for material B. The range of materials, participating test laboratories and test machines used in the round robins makes it rather unlikely that further significant reductions in
scatter will be feasible, unless other test procedures (e.g., operator-independent delamination length approach [39]) or more sophisticated data fitting algorithms are used.

Comparing different data analysis schemes (simple and corrected beam theory, modified compliance calibration) indicates that the latter two yield more conservative results than simple beam theory, but also somewhat higher scatter. Design rules considering scatter-based safety factors may hence result in more conservative designs if data analysis uses corrected beam theory or modified compliance calibration.

The results obtained in the round robins, the range of test equipment, test parameters and composite materials explored so far as well as the elucidation of effects that contribute to scatter and how these are affected by different averaging procedures now provide a solid basis for drafting a standard test and analysis procedure for mode I fatigue delamination propagation.
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Figure 1: Calculation of crack lengths from load and displacement data recorded by the test machine (Lab A and material A).

(a) Correlation between specimen compliance and visually measured crack lengths.

(b) Visually measured crack lengths and crack lengths calculated from compliance data versus number of cycles.

(c) Visually measured crack lengths and crack lengths calculated from compliance data versus number of cycles after data reduction (Δa>0.1 mm).

(d) Visually measured crack lengths, crack lengths calculated from compliance data and a fit of crack lengths calculated via compliance.

Figure 2: Paris plots from visually observed crack lengths.

(a) Paris plots with $G_I$ calculated via simple beam theory.

(b) Paris plots with $G_I$ calculated via corrected beam theory.
(c) Paris plots with $G_I$ calculated via modified compliance calibration.

Figure 3: Slopes $m$ of the Paris plots (visually measured crack lengths). The data were fitted with a power law relationship as shown in equation (8). All fits that did not meet an arbitrary minimum $R^2$ of 0.95 were rejected.

(a) Values of exponent $m$ for material A.
(b) Values of exponent $m$ for material B.

* ...... Fit for only one specimen. For all other specimens the value of determination of the fits was too low.

** ..... No valid fits could be created for data of laboratory E.

Figure 4: Paris plots from crack lengths calculated via compliance calibration. Paris plots with $G_I$ calculated via modified compliance calibration.

Figure 5: Slopes $m$ of the Paris plots (crack lengths calculated from compliance data). The data were fitted with a power law relationship as shown in equation (8). All fits that did not meet a minimum $R^2$ of 0.95 were rejected.

(a) Values of exponent $m$ for material A.
(b) Values of exponent $m$ for material B.

* ...... fit for only one specimen. For all other specimens the value of determination of the fits was too low.

Figure 6: Paris plots. Crack growth rates calculated from effective crack lengths and $G_{I\text{max}}$ calculated via modified compliance calibration.

Figure 7: Influence of different $G_{I\text{max}}$ calculation methods on the Paris plots of materials A, B and C.
Figure 8:  
(a) Load versus number of cycles.  
(b) Influence of da/dN averaging method on the Paris plot.

Figure 9:  
Influence of processing of compliance data on scatter in da/dN.  
(a) Crack length and maximum Load, $P_{\text{max}}$, versus number of cycles.  
\[ a_{\text{vis}} \ldots \text{visually measured crack length} \]  
\[ a_{\text{cc}} \ldots \text{crack length calculated via compliance calibration} \]  
\[ a_{\text{eff}} \ldots \text{effective crack length} \]  
(b) Specimen compliance, C, and crack growth rate, da/dN, versus number of cycles. All da/dN values calculated via 7-point method.  
(c) Specimen compliance and da/dN values after eliminating all compliance data that do not meet the $\Delta a>0.1$ mm criterion.  
(d) Course of specimen compliance fitted with a second order polynomial and resulting da/dN curve.

Figure 10:  
Paris plots of data calculated via the path described in Fig. 9d.

Figure 11:  
Influence of fitting range on quality of the fit.  
(a) Fits of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100% of the full range of crack length data calculated from compliance.  
(b) Error of extrapolated fits (20, 40, 60 and 80% of full range data fitted) compared to a fit of the full range data.

Figure 12:  
Comparison of different averaging methods for the calculation of the crack growth rate da/dN.  
(a) material A  
(b) material B
(c) material C
### Tables

#### Table 1: Materials used in the ESIS TC4 round robins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix resin</td>
<td>Carbon, G30-500 12k</td>
<td>Carbon, AS4</td>
<td>Carbon, IM7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay-up</td>
<td>[0]</td>
<td>[0]</td>
<td>[0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starter film type</td>
<td>PTFE, 20 µm</td>
<td>PTFE, 20 µm</td>
<td>FEP, 10 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and thickness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2: Slope values obtained from fits of Paris plots of material A. All results calculated from machine data. Values for standard deviations in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain energy release rate calculation</th>
<th>Simple Beam Theory</th>
<th>Corrected Beam Theory</th>
<th>Modified Compliance Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>da/dN calculation</td>
<td>7-point</td>
<td>full fit</td>
<td>7-point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4.17 (0.86)</td>
<td>4.83 (0.58)</td>
<td>4.32 (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.49 (6.72)</td>
<td>5.77 (0.20)</td>
<td>-6.67 (23.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.69 (3.16)</td>
<td>5.34 (1.04)</td>
<td>3.85 (3.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.41 (3.06)</td>
<td>11.95* (3.05)</td>
<td>0.40 (3.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>3.08 (2.13)</td>
<td>5.13 (1.54)</td>
<td>3.34 (2.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean value of all tests</td>
<td>2.46 (3.87)</td>
<td>5.65 (2.01)</td>
<td>0.87 (11.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ...................... Only one valid specimen (R²>0.95)
7-point ........ Seven point averaging method for the calculation of da/dN as described in ASTM E647 [42]
Fitting the full range of crack length data versus number of cycles with a second order power law fit

Table 3: Slope values obtained from fits of Paris plots of material B. All results calculated from machine data. Values for standard deviations in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain energy release rate calculation</th>
<th>Simple Beam Theory</th>
<th>Corrected Beam Theory</th>
<th>Modified Compliance Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>da/dN calculation</td>
<td>7-point</td>
<td>full fit</td>
<td>7-point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory A</td>
<td>7.57 (0.72)</td>
<td>7.46 (0.19)</td>
<td>7.92 (1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory B</td>
<td>7.14 (2.67)</td>
<td>10.00 (1.54)</td>
<td>7.52 (2.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory C</td>
<td>9.47 (5.45)</td>
<td>7.17 (0.74)</td>
<td>10.35 (6.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory D</td>
<td>2.01 (4.69)</td>
<td>7.24* (0.74)</td>
<td>1.81 (3.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>9.10 (5.71)</td>
<td>6.80* (4.15)</td>
<td>6.09 (1.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean value of all tests</td>
<td>7.17 (4.79)</td>
<td>8.05 (1.58)</td>
<td>7.09 (4.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* .................. Only one valid specimen (R²>0.95)

7-point .......... Seven point averaging method for the calculation of da/dN as described in ASTM E647 [42]

full fit .......... Fitting the full range of crack length data versus number of cycles with a second order power law fit

**Table Captions**

**Table 1:** Materials used in the ESIS TC4 round robin.

**Table 2:** Slope values obtained from fits of Paris plots of material A. All results calculated from machine data. Values for standard deviations in brackets.
Table 3: Slope values obtained from fits of Paris plots of material B. All results calculated from machine data. Values for standard deviations in brackets.